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In this paper a one-dimensional Particle-in-Cell/Monte Carlo collision code has been used in
order to study characteristics of multipactors. For multipactor to occur each electron striking
the surface must generate more than one secondary on average. The ratio of primary to secondary electrons is given by the secondary emission yield. For this study, calculations were
carried out by using Sternglass model that includes energy dependence of the secondary emission yield. The obtained simulation results for the pressure dependence of the breakdown
time follow the scaling law. Number of electrons increases in time, while their mean energy
decreases. Since secondary electron emission at the cavity surface plays an important role,
simulation results, presented here, can help cavity designers predict multipacting issues before fabrication.
Key words: RF cavitie, multipactor effect, secondary electron emission

INTRODUCTION
Studies of the secondary emission process, which
is still believed to be one of the critical contributors to
multipactor discharge phenomenon, are important in designing room temperature or superconductive radiofrequency (SRF) cavities of linear accelerators (see fig.1),
storage rings, and free electron lasers [1, 2]. Multipactor
is a resonant electron instability where an electron striking the surface with a given energy, produces more than
one secondary particle [3-5]. If the secondary electrons
are returned to the surface at the same radio-frequency
(RF) phase and energy as the primary ones, then an exponential growth in electron number will take place. These
electrons may absorb all additional RF power from the
cavity, preventing it from increasing the voltage.
Since multipactor is an undesirable effect, the
prediction of the RF input power threshold of a specific RF component is a very important task. It depends basically on: component's geometry, type of
material, gap size, and amplitude and frequency of the
electric field [6]. For high gradient accelerators, RF
voltage breakdown is one of the major factors which
imposes the limits on the maximum field gradient.
Most of the theoretical studies of the multipactors are
based on a one-dimensional model with a spatially
* Corresponding author; e-mail: belicev@vin.bg.ac.rs

uniform approximation of the electromagnetic field
[7-9]. However, many common RF devices involve
structures where the field is inhomogeneous, where
breakdown predictions based on such simple models
will not be reliable.
It was shown that multipacting could be overcome by changing the cavity cross-section from a rectangular to a spherical or elliptical shape, as shown in
fig. 2. In the rectangular cavity, the electrons return to
the same point from which they were emitted, where
they can cause secondary emission. In the elliptical
cavity, however, the emitted electrons drift towards
the cavity equator, where the electric field is not strong
enough for secondary emission to persist.
Multipaction breakdown is due to a resonant-secondary-electron emission in the conductor
wall under high-vacuum condition, when the mean
free path of an electron is greater than the distance between the inner and outer conductors. Under such conditions, free electrons are accelerated by the electric
field and upon striking the conductor surface produce
secondary electrons. Transitions from classical discharge to multipactor in RF range takes place at lower
pressures as depicted in fig. 3.
In this study, one-dimensional electrostatic particle-in-cell simulation (PIC) method coupled with
Monte-Carlo (MC) collision model has been employed [10]. The formation of multipactor is strongly
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Figure 1. Schematic view (left) and
cut (right) of the superconductive
radiofrequency (SRF) cavities

Figure 2. Multipacting trajectories when the cavity
cross-section has a rectangular (left) and elliptical shape
(right)

merous publications [12, 13] we shall provide only a
brief description.
In PIC simulations, the so-called superparticles
move in the discharge space through an artificial grid
on a time step basis. At the beginning of the simulation, superparticles are distributed in the simulation
domain. A self-consistent potential distribution is determined from the superparticles positions and the externally applied voltage by weighting the particles to
the grid points and solving Poisson's equation. The
simulation proceeds by calculating the electric field
and weighting it to the particle positions. Then, the
force exerted by the electric field is computed and particle velocities and positions are updated.
Collisional processes are accounted for by using
the null-collision method. For each type of projectile a
total collision probability is determined as
(1)
Pt = 1 - exp( -n max Dt )
with maximum collision frequency is given by
n max = N g max[ s t ( e )u( e )]

(2)

e

Figure 3. Transition region from the gas discharge to
multipactor discharges [9]

dependent upon the secondary electron yield (SEY) of
a surface. In the PIC/MCC code we have implemented
the Sternglass formula as a standard description for the
yield of secondary electrons, as a function of incident
electron energy. Calculations were performed for argon gas at the low pressures. A good agreement between the obtained simulation results and the scaling
law [11] for the breakdown time confirmed that Particle-in-cell technique could be used for modelling
multipactors. For the future work, calculations should
be extended to other SEY models.

where Ng is spatially uniform target density, u(e) – the
incident speed of a particle with energy e and Dt – the
time interval. The total cross-section st(e) could be
found by summation over all processes j
s t (e) = å sj ( e )

(3)

j

Choices of boundary conditions depend on the
physical conditions of the boundary walls and electrodes. When an electron reaches the boundary, it is assumed to be absorbed. The electron impact secondary
emission may be represented by the secondary emission coefficient that is equal to the flux of the emitted
electrons normalized to the initial flux [14]. In this
study we performed PIC/MCC calculations by using
the energy dependence model of secondary electron
production proposed by Sternglass [15].

SIMULATION TECHNIQUE

The simulation code extensively used in this
study is one-dimensional bounded electrostatic PIC
code with MC treatment of collisional processes.
Since PIC codes have been well documented in nu-

Sternglass model
The implemented Sternglass model of the secondary emission coefficient is depicted in fig. 4. This
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model includes energy dependence of the secondary
emission coefficient given by [15-17]
d
dm

æ ep
ç
e p -2çè e pm
2
= ( 2.72)
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ö
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ø

e pm

(4)

where ep is the impact energy of the electron, and e pm –
the energy that corresponds to the the peak emission
value of the secondary emission coefficient dm. Both
quantities can be determined by fitting to the experimental data.
RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the breakdown time on the gas pressure, defined implicitly by
N(t)/N(0) = 108. Calculations were performed for argon as a feeling gas for the pressure from 0.005 Torr to
0.8 Torr*. The symbols represent the PIC/MCC results
obtained by using the Sternglass model, while dot line
corresponds to the prediction achieved by the scaling
law for argon: t~64/p (where pressure p is expressed
in Torr, while the breakdown time t is expressed in
nanoseconds) [11]. As can be observed, simulation results follow the scaling law [11].
PIC/MCC results for the time dependence of the
number of particles are shown in fig. 6, obtained for
the pressure of 8 mTorr. The number of electrons
(solid curve) oscillates but increases in time. The number of ions (dash curve) also increases although it is
much lower than the number of electrons, even at their
minima. This behaviour clearly shows that the secondary electron emission is still the dominant mechanism
over collisional ionization.
Electrons in the multipactor discharge gain their
energy by being accelerated by the RF electric field

Figure 5. Breakdown time as a function of the gas
pressure for argon

Figure 6. Time dependence of the number of electrons
(solid) and ions (dashed) in the argon gas at the pressure

Figure 7. Average kinetic energy of electrons in the argon
gas at the pressure of 8 mTorr

Figure 4. The energy dependence of the secondary
emission yield according to Sternglass model [11]
*

1 Torr = 133.32236 Pa

during the transit time. As can be seen from fig. 7, the
average kinetic energy of electrons keeps decreasing.
Finally, the so called multipactor migration for
TE10 mode, at the initial and the steady-state of the
process, is shown in fig. 8. It can be seen that the
multipactor starts in the edge regions, migrating to the
central region as saturation is being achieved.
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Figure 8. Multipactor
migration for TE10 mode
in the transient (left) and
saturation (right)

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a one-dimensional Particle-in-Cell/Monte Carlo collision code has been employed in order to study characteristics of multipactors.
We performed calculations for for the dependence of the
breakdown time on the gas pressure, the number of electrons and their energy as a function of time in argon at the
low pressure. Simulation results were achieved by using
Sternglas model for the energy dependence of the secondary emission coefficient. The obtained results for the
breakdown time are in the line the scaling law. The number of electrons increases in time, while their energy decreases. The multipactor starts in the edge regions, and
migrates to the central region as saturation is reached. It
was found from the literature that simulation technique,
especially PIC technique, represents very powerful tool
for study of multipactors [18, 19]. Calculations should
be extended for other SEY models, for example, proposed by Furman and Pivi [20]. This phenomenon is of
considerable practical interest in the design and operation of radio frequency (RF) resonant structures.
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ISTRA@IVAWE MULTIPAKTORSKOG EFEKTA KOD
SUPERPROVODNIH RADIOFREKVENTNIH REZONATORA
U radu je sprovedena analiza multipaktorskog efekta primenom jednodimenzionalnog
koda (Particle-in-Cell/Monte Carlo) za simulaciju kolizionih procesa. Multipaktorski efekat se
pojavquje kada elektron prilikom sudara sa elektrodom rezonatora generi{e, u sredwem, vi{e od
jednog sekundarnog elektrona. Odnos broja primarnih i sekundarnih elektrona dat je preko
prinosa sekundarne emisije. U prikazanoj analizi kori{}en je [ternglasov model sekundarne
emisije koji ukqu~uje energetsku zavisnost. Dobijeni rezultati pokazuju linearnu zavisnost
vremena proboja od pritiska gasa. Pokazuje se tako|e da broj elektrona raste u vremenu dok wihova
sredwa energija opada. Imaju}i u vidu va`nost sekundarne emisije elektrona sa povr{ina
rezonatora, prikazani rezultati mogu biti od pomo}i u predikciji i eliminisawu pojave
multipaktorskog efekta prilikom projektovawa radiofrekventnih rezonatora.
Kqu~ne re~i: RF rezonator, efekat multiplikacije, sekundarna elektronska emisija

